Two qubit quantum computations are viewed as two player, strictly competitive games and a game-theoretic measure of optimality of these computations is developed. To this end, the geometry of Hilbert space of quantum computations is used to establish the equivalence of game-theoretic solution concepts of Nash equilibrium and mini-max outcomes in games of this type, and quantum mechanisms are designed for realizing these mini-max outcomes.
underlying competitive element. Game theory has found such fruitful applications in fields as diverse as Economics and Biology. Here we are interested in whether the tools of game theory will allow us to understand, or design, quantum physical processes in a different way. In our previous work in [5] we have characterized this approach as that of "gaming the quantum" rather than quantizing a game [2] .
Quantum computation has been shown to behave differently than classical computation. Well known examples of this different behavior of quantum computation include Grover's quantum search algorithm [4] for identifying an element from a list which outperforms its classical counterpart by a factor that is quadratic in the size of the list, and Shor's [10] factoring algorithm that offers an exponential speed up over classical algorithms for factoring large integers. Meyer [7] has posed the question whether game theory can be used to gain a different insight into quantum computation and, in particular, whether the notion of Nash equilibrium applied to quantum computation might be a useful tool in the design of quantum algorithms. With this in mind, a game-theoretic treatment of two qubit quantum computations as two player, strictly competitive games is presented here in section 2. In particular, we identify Nash equilibrium outcomes in these quantum games as characterized by the geometry of the Hilbert space of quantum computations, an idea we first presented in [5] . Expanding on this earlier work, we show here that this geometric characterization implies the equivalence of Nash equilibrium and mini-max outcomes in quantum games of this type. Further, in section 3, we design quantum mechanisms that identifies mini-max outcomes in two qubit quantum computations via linear programming.
This approach allows us to consider the output of some quantum process as optimal in the sense of Nash equilibrium. In the case of two qubit quantum computations considered here, a computation of this type is said to be optimal if the output it produces is the best possible under the constraints given. The conditions for reverse-engineering such a quantum computation are laid out in generality by the analysis of the mini-max conditions we derive. We give the example of the implementation of a CNOT gate in section 4 to illustrate this principle. This perspective also has ramifications when considering the evolution of quantum states in general. If we consider the maximally entangled state as the output of some quantum game in which the players generate the entangled state as an equilibrium output then we can understand maximal entanglement as a consequence of the "push-pull" between the players competing strategies. Our reverse-engineering approach allows us to construct the family of games in section 5 for which a maximally entangled state is the mini-max output state produced and we illustrate this with an example.
We end this section with an open question: can Grover's quantum search type algorithms be cast as strictly competitive quantum games so that the resulting game model offers insights into quantum informational processes?
2 Strictly competitive quantum games and Nash equilibrium
A finite non-cooperative quantum game Φ is a function with a d-dimensional Hilbert space H d of quantum superpositions as its range, together with the additional feature that "players" entertain non-identical preferences over the elements of the range. In symbols Φ :
The factor D i in the domain of Φ is the set of quantum strategies of player i and a play of the game Φ is a tuple of strategies in i D i producing a payoff to each player in the form of an outcome, that is, an element of the range of Φ. If upon some appropriate restrictions Φ reduces to some non-quantum "classical" game Γ, then Φ is said to be a quantization of Γ. As Bleiler points out in [2] , such quantized games can be viewed as extensions of some classical game Γ into the quantum realm in the same way a mixed game is an extension of a game into the realm of probabilities. For a detailed treatment of game theory, readers are referred to Binmore's excellent book on the subject [1] . From now on, the terms quantum strategy and strategy will be used interchangeably. A Nash equilibrium is a play of a (quantum) game in which every player employs a strategy that is a best reply to the strategic choice of every other players. In other words, unilateral deviation from a Nash equilibrium by a player in the form of a different choice of strategy will produce an outcome that is less than or equal to in preference to that player than before. In [5] , we characterize the notion of Nash equilibrium via the inner-product of the Hilbert space of quantum superpositions in a two player, strictly competitive quantum game, that is, a game in which the preferences of the players are diametrically opposite. Because of this diametrically opposite nature of the players' preferences, Nash equilibria in two player, strictly competitive games are plays in which each player minimizes his opponent's maximum possible payoff thus maximizing his own minimum possible payoff. This feature of Nash equilibria in strictly competitive games is known as the mini-max theorem.
More precisely, if Φ is a two player strictly competitive quantum game, then
and the players' preferences may be defined as follows. Let B = {b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , b 4 } be an orthogonal basis of H 4 corresponding to some observable. Define the preferences of Player I over the elements of B to be
and Player II's preferences to be
where the symbol stands for "strictly preferred over" and the symbols ≡ stands for "indifferent between". Note the diametrically opposite nature of the players' preferences with respect to the elements b 1 and b 2 . These preferences of the players over the elements of the basis B induce preferences over arbitrary quantum superpositions in H 4 via the notion of distance or angle between quantum superpositions.
To be more precise, let p and q be quantum superpositions in H 4 , and let θ (p,q) denote the distance between the two quantum superpositions as measured by the angle between them. Then for Player I q p whenever
Similarly, if r and s are two quantum superpositions in H 4 , then for Player II
A play (x * , y * ) of the quantum game Φ is a Nash equilibrium if unilateral deviation by any one player from (x * , y * ) will produce a quantum superposition that is either equal to in distance or further away from that player's most preferred element of B. That is, if Player I unilaterally deviates from the (x * , y * ) and instead engages in any other play (x, y * ) then
Also, if Player II unilaterally deviates from (x * , y * ) and instead engages in any other play (x * , y) then
Inequalities (7) and (8) characterize a Nash equilibrium outcome in a two player, strictly competitive quantum game as a simultaneous minimization problem. Note however that this simultaneous minimization problem is equivalent to the one in which each player minimizes the maximum possible payoff, in terms of the quantity θ (,) , of the other player. This is further equivalent to the problem in which each player maximizes his own minimum payoff in terms of the quantity θ (,) . We therefore have the following classic result from two player, strictly competitive game theory for quantum games of the same type.
Proposition: An outcome of a two player, strictly competitive quantum game Φ is a Nash equilibrium if and only if it is a mini-max (or maxi-min) outcome.
In the broader context of quantum information, the strictly competitive, quantum game Φ described above can be viewed as an information channel processing quantum information with outcomes of this channel marked with respect to nonidentical preferences of some background players. Whether this game-theoretic perspective and the notion of Nash equilibrium leads to any new insights or results in the area of quantum information processing is an open question; indeed, it is an undiscovered country.
Leaving the exploration of this undiscovered country to a subsequent expedition, we restrict here only to the much simpler case of quantum computation with two qubits. We point out that qubit is simply another term for quantum superpositions defined for two possible outcomes of some experiment. As dictated by the axioms of quantum mechanics, the strictly competitive quantum game is now necessarily a unitary operator U :
where D 1 = D 2 = H 2 is the Hilbert space of a qubit designated here as each player's set of quantum strategies, and H 2 ⊗ H 2 , the Hilbert space of the joint states of two qubits, is designated as the set of outcomes. At this point, the theory of Hilbert space guarantees that the image of the unitary operator U is a sub-Hilbert space of H 2 ⊗ H 2 . Moreover, for a given sub-Hilbert space S of a Hilbert space H, there exists a unique element s ∈ S that minimizes the "distance" between elements of S and a fixed h ∈ H that can be measured by θ (s,h) . Therefore, with H = H 2 ⊗ H 2 , and Image(U ) = S, it is guaranteed that there exist s m 1 , s m 2 ∈ S that minimize the distance between b 1 , b 2 ∈ H, respectively. We seek here a mini-maximizer, that is, s m ∈ H such that s m = s m 1 = s m 2 . In the following section, we take a mechanism design approach to construct a two player, strictly competitive quantum game U and the strategic choices of the players in U that realize mini-maximizers.
3 Mechanism design for two player, strictly competitive quantum games at mini-max
In this section, we take the quantum game U to be a generic 4 × 4 unitary matrix or, in other words, a generic two qubit quantum logic gate, and explore features of this game and the quantum strategic choices that the players will make in this game in order to observe a mini-max outcome. Let
be the standard (orthogonal) computational basis for H 2 ⊗ H 2 , with
and preferences of the players defined as in expressions (3) and (4) and let
be a strictly competitive, two player, two strategy quantum game represented with respect to the basis B. Also, let B = {|0 , |1 } be the computational basis for each H 2 that constitutes the players' set of strategies. A strategy for Player I is the choice of a qubit state, say
and a strategy for Player II is the choice of qubit state, say
Note that these quantum strategic choices can be physically implemented via local unitary operations
and
on the qubit state |0 respectively. Also note that the notion of quantum strategy depends on the "choice" of some initial state on which players act with appropriate unitary operators. This feature of quantum strategies, as defined here, of acting on some initial state arises from the underlying physics of the quantum system being gamed and is an idea not typically entertained in the toy game models used in game theory. Next, consider a mini-max play of the quantum game U , that is, a play in which Player I chooses the strategy
and Player II chooses the strategy
The output of the game is then
with s m 2 = 1 and
Mini-maximizer
A unilateral deviation on part of Player I from the play (A * , B * ) to any other (A, B * ) will produce the output state s such that
Because the inverse cosine function is decreasing, it follows that
(24) Furthermore, because the quadratic function is one-to-one and increasing for nonnegative inputs, it follows that
Likewise, a unilateral deviation on part of Player II from the play (A * , B * ) to any other (A * , B) will produce the output state s such that 
with P = |U 11 x * 2 + U 12 y * 2 | and Q = |U 13 x * 2 + U 14 y * 2 |. Applying a similar reasoning to inequality (27) produces
with P = |U 21 x * 1 + U 23 y * 1 | and Q = |U 22 x * 1 + U 24 y * 1 |. Inequalities (29) and (30) can be further simplified by factoring and applying the triangle inequality to their respective left-hand sides, giving two cases each:
The quantum game U will entertain a mini-max outcome when inequalities (31) and (33) are satisfied, or (31) and (34), or (32) and (33), or (32) and (34) are satisfied.
To analyze the first case of mini-maximizer as determined by inequalities (31) and (33), first rewrite inequality (31) as
when P = 0. Geometrically, the family of solutions of inequality (35) consists of all those sets of points in R 2 such that the points are on or above the line
with |y * 1 | as the independent variable and |x * 1 | as the dependent variable, and which is also confined to lie within the unit circle |x * 1 | 2 + |y * 1 | 2 = 1. The condition P = 0 necessary to derive inequality (35) can be made game-theoretically meaningful and quantum mechanically insightful by viewing it as an artifact of the quantum game U that manifests via appropriate conditions on the quantities U 11 and U 12 , in contrast to the view that it is an artifact of special assumptions regarding the parameters |x * 2 | or |y * 2 | that define Player II's choice of strategy at mini-max. This view keeps the mini-max analysis as general as possible.
A similar analysis applies to Player II's strategic choice at mini-max via the inequality
derived from inequality (33) when P = 0. As before, geometrically, the family of solutions of inequality (36) consists of all those sets of points in R 2 such that the points are on or above the line |x 2 | + Q P |y 2 | − Q P |y * 2 | = |x * 2 |, with |y * 2 | as the independent variable and |x * 2 | as the dependent variable, and which is also confined to lie within the unit circle |x * 2 | 2 +|y * 2 | 2 = 1. As was done above, the condition P = 0 necessary to derive inequality (36) can be made game-theoretically meaningful and quantum mechanically insightful by viewing it as an artifact of the quantum game U that manifests via appropriate conditions on the quantities U 11 and U 12 , in contrast to the view that it is an artifact of special assumptions regarding the parameters |x * 1 | or |y * 1 | that define Player I's choice of strategy at mini-max. Again, this view keeps the mini-max analysis as general as possible. Figure 1 captures in a generic sense the region that defines Nash equilibrium plays in two player, strictly competitive quantum games U that satisfy the conditions Figure 1 : Region in R P = 0 and P = 0. The horizontal axis represents both |y * 1 | and |y * 2 | and the vertical axis represents both |x * 1 | and |x * 2 |. A play (A * , B * ) of a strictly competitive two player, two strategy quantum game is a Nash equilibrium if the parameters x * 1 and y * 1 defining Player I's strategy A * and the parameters x * 2 and y * 2 defining Player II's strategy B * satisfy the constraints of Figure 1 .
Note that one could instead isolate the quantities |y * 1 | and |y * 2 | by assuming that Q = 0 and Q = 0 in the quantum game U , or indeed isolate |x * 1 | and |y * 2 | when P = 0 and Q = 0 and isolate |y * 1 | and |x * 2 | when P = 0 and Q = 0. Any one of these cases will produce a region in R 2 bounded by lines that will correspond to mini-max outcomes in those two player, strictly competitive quantum games U that satisfy the conditions of the case.
The remaining inequality pairs corresponding to mini-max outcomes can be analyzed similarly. as the two player, strictly competitive quantum game U discussed above. In this case, P = |x * 2 |, Q = 0 = P , Q = |x * 1 |. Inequality (35) gives
however, we cannot utilize inequality (36) because P = 0. Instead, we choose to rewrite inequality (33) as
assuming that R = |x * 1 | = 0. This gives
meaning that a mini-maximizer sees Player I employ a quantum strategy for which the length of the x-coordinate is the maximum possible and Player II employ a quantum strategy for which the length of the y-coordinate is maximum possible. This can be achieved by Player I choosing the component |x * 1 | of his quantum strategy to be any complex number of length 1 and Player II choosing the component |y * 2 | of his quantum strategy to be any complex number of length 1. In other words, for a mini-maximizer in the CNOT game based on the conditions of inequalities (35) and (39)
that is, Player I chooses a quantum strategy from the subspace of H 2 ⊗H 2 generated by the state |0 whereas Player II chooses a quantum strategy from the subspace spanned by |1 . Reverting back to quantum logic gate perspective, the preceding discussion tells us that the CNOT gate performs an optimal quantum computation, in the sense of mini-max, when its input states satisfy the conditions in (41). That is, the CNOT gate performs optimally exactly when the input states are separable, a result that is perhaps surprising given that entanglement between states is often expected to be the source of interesting quantum mechanical behavior.
Mini-maximizers in the CNOT game based on the conditions specified by inequalities (31) and (34), (32) and (33), and (32) and (34) can be analyzed similarly.
Mechanism design for maximal entanglement
Consider the maximally entangled state
as a mini-maximizer s m in a two player, strictly competitive game in which the corresponding strategic choice of each player is the qubit state |0 , and preferences of the players are identified by (3) and (4). We design quantum mechanisms that will entertain M as a mini-maximizer. Note that for M , the output state (19) of the quantum mechanism U requires that U 21 = 0, from which it follows that P = 0. In this situation, we cannot utilize inequality (36) which requires the contrary. However, note that for M , Q need not be equal to 0 and therefore by assuming that Q = 0, we can use inequality (39) here to get
This last result gives no insight into properties of the quantum mechanism U . However, inequality (35) gives
Therefore, the parameter U 13 of the quantum game U must satisfy inequality (44) in terms of a strategic choice of player I other than the mini-maximizer. Switching to the quantum computational perspective, the preceding discussion tells us that a quantum mechanism U will produce the maximally entangled state (42) as a minimaximizer, with ground state |00 as the input, exactly when its component U 13 satisfies inequality (44) for any value of one of the input qubits other than the ground state.
Other quantum mechanisms can be constructed that take the strategic choices of the players corresponding to the ground state to the maximally entangled state considered here as a mini-maximizer, based on the other possible combinations of the inequalities introduced in section 3.1 as well as for other possible strictly competitive preferences of the players.
Discussion
We set up a game-theoretic model for viewing two qubit quantum computations as strictly competitive quantum games and utilized a geometric characterization of the notion of Nash -equilibrium in such quantum games developed in [5] to classify Nash equilibria in the form of mini-max outcomes in one instance of these games via regions in R 2 , and set up conditions for the classification of mini-max outcomes in other instances. We propose that a mini-max outcome can be used as a measure of optimality of a quantum computation under strictly competitive constraints such as the one's discussed in section 2.
Gaming the quantum is a natural course of action when exploring the quantum landscape for constrained optimization. We gamed only the relatively straightforward case of two qubit quantum computations here, modeled as strictly competitive games with a specific choice of preferences for the players; an extension to this is to investigate these games with different choices of preferences for the players by relaxing the strictly competitive condition. Our initial results in this direction suggest that this is richer and more subtle than the strictly competitive case considered here. Further, gaming of n qubit and continuous variable quantum computations, initially as strictly competitive games and later as more general non-cooperative games, and exploring the nature of Nash equilibria more general than mini-max in these computations is another important extension to the work we have presented here. Even further, more general functions permitted in the quantum realm such as those that describe mixed quantum states, might be amenable to gaming. In this context, the question of capacity of a quantum informational channel, a notion that has been described in the past as a mini-max problem in a non-game theoretic context [9, 3] , might be re-cast as a strictly competitive game. The emerging area of a quantum neural networks has already been cast as a gaming problem with the notion of mini-max outcomes corresponding to that of optimal learning strategy for the network [6] .
Another important open question of a fundamental nature is whether the evolution of Schrödinger's equation might be gamed to obtain fresh insight into how one might speak meaningfully of "optimality"' of various features of quantum mechanics.
